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Munns's social theory is more difficult to comment on, since the language is
unfamiliar. For example he refers to "the radio astronomers'desire to reshape
the social vaiues of science" (p. 16), and "the radir: asuonomers inverted the
standard technocratic superpower metanarrative of the ColdWar state" (p. r74).
rVell, I can only say that I was there and I do not know what he is talking about.

If you want to heow the early history of radio astronomy read Sullivan. If you
are interested in the broader context of astonomical history in that era read
Longair's Cosmic Century.If you are interested in sociology, read lvlunns, but
brace yourself for some obscure jargon, and watch out for errors. - FnaNcrs
GRAHAM-SMITH.

The Book of lJniverses, by John D. Barrow ffintage, London), zorz.Pp. 354,
r9'5 x 13 cm. Price dg'gg (paperback; ISBN 978 o o995 3986 5).

Having read most of Barrow's popular-science books, I approached this book
with high expectations. The book is well written, discusses both historical and
cutting-edge topics, has some pleasant surprises, and just the right amount of
personal touch on the part ofthe author.

The first two chapters discuss the history of cosmology before Einstein's flrst
paper on the subject. This cannot be a detailed history but is imporranr ro set
the stage for the rest of t}re book. Considering that there are less than four
dozen pages in which to cover a few thousand years, I was surprised that several
are spent on spherical astronomy, but the reason for this soon became clear.
The next chapter is an excellent summary of the first 20 years of relatMstic
cosmology, discussing the work of Einstein, de Sitter, Friedmann, Lemaitre,
Eddington, Tolman, Milne, and McCrea. Before moving on to discuss tlie
Steady State universe, two chapters explain more exotic universes in greater
detail than in books covering roughly the same territory. A chapter on Bianchi
models, erc., then continues this theme. Most histories of cosmology at this
level tend to leave out 'dead ends' which are not part of the current standard
cosmologicai model, but the discussion is important both for the history itself
and for introducing ideas which appear again later in somewhat different form.
After a chapter on singularities and the hot Big Bang, three chapters give a
good overview of more modern developments which started with the idea of the
inflationary universe.

As has often been the case with Barrow's popular-science books, I learned
new things even about topics with which I am quite familiar. For example, I had
never come across Erik Holmberg's remarkable optical analogue 'computer'for
simulating galaxy evolution. It was also new to me that there is a maximum
force in General Relativity. But even familiar material is sometimes presented
in a new light which makes the book more a coherent narrative than just a
collection offacts.

The final chapter discusses the current standard cosmological model, now
constrained quite well by observations. In some sense this follows directly
from the third chapter, since nothing more t}tan r93os cosmology is needed to
interpret current observations. On the other hand, the question arises as to why
we observe rhe values of the cosmological parameters that we do, and not othersl
at least to some extent this might be explicable by the inflationary-universe
paradigm and other recent developments. (Similarly, the anthropic principle,
which Barrow touches on throughout the book - sometimes directing the
reader to his book with Tipler for more details - might be important ar some
level. Often, discussions of this start with Brandon Carrer's 1973 talk, but rhe
overview of spherical astronomy at the beginning of the book also illustrates
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the fact that what we observe depends on where and when we obserye it.) Such
questions are sometimes deemed to be more philosophical than scientific, with
no concrete predictions which can be tested. Flowever, at the end of the book
Barrow mentions recent work (not involving the anthropic principle) by himself
and Douglas Shaw which predicts a precise value for ttre sum of the density
parametff and the cosmological constant: A + ), : r.0056. (Since the sum
is greater than r this implies positive sparial curvarure and a spatially closed
universe, though one which will expand forever") \7hen the book was writren,
observations allowed vaiues between 0-9916 and r.or33. TodaR the allowed
range is between 0.9988 and r.0065. It will be interesting to see if resulrs from
rhe Planck satellite rule out this precise prediction.

There are about the right number of photographs and diagrams and 44 pages
ofnotes for 295 pages oftext. I enjoy reading such notes but it would be nice if
those which are not just literature references were provided as footnotes so that
one does not have to flip back and forth. I appreciate the inclusion of an index,
which also distinguishes between the main text, figures, and notes. There are a
few typographical errors and other mistakes in the text but nothing serious; the
casual reader won't notice them and they should be obvious to the expert.

Nevertheless, perhaps future editions can benefit from better proofreading.
A11 in all, my expectations were met. This is a wonderful book. - PHItlr
HELBIG.

The God Problern: How a Godless Cosmos Creates, by Howard Bloom
(Prometheus Books, Amherst), 2or2. Pp. 7o8, 23.5 x 16 cm. Price gz8
(about dr8) ftardbound; ISBN 978 r 61614 55r 4).

Howard Bloom's book, The God Problem, is exciting and takes the reader on
an intellectual quest at brea*rtaking speed.The problem being considered is not
that of how to continue to believe in a dMne being in a scienrific and secular
age, but rather the converse; in this secular age how do we answer the most
puzzling question of all, "How does a godless cosmos create itsel?" In his quest
for an answer Bloom writes about the thoughts of the deepest thinkers of all
times, from rhe Babylonians to our own days, and then proposes new ideas of
his own.

The book brings with it much promise: various reviewers on the dust jacket
tell us it is a "work of genius", a grear game-changing book on a par with
Darwin's The Origin of the Species, Lyell's Principles of Geology, or Newton's
Principia Mathematica, but personally I felt it fell short of the h1pe.

I{owever, Bloom does begin wit}r a brilliant thoughr experiment to illustrate
the enormity of the problem in hand. IJfe are to imagine that we are sitting at
a caf6 table at the beginning of the lJniverse in utter nothingness and observe
the Universe bursting forth from a pinprick into a hailstorm of particles,
galaxies, stars) molecules, cells, and DNA. He asks, "Ffow in the world did the
cosmos come to be?" In various ways and at various levels Bloom repeats tire
problem throughout the book, thus not only honestly emphasizing the scale of
the mountain to be climbed but also of course he implicitly emphasizes the
insightfirlness of his explanation in conquering it.

In order to explain the creativiry of Nature without recourse to a deiry Bloom
intoduces what he calls five heresies that first have to be abandoned. Some
of these 'heresies' are not so surprising - they are logical or mathematical
aphorisms that simply do not hold outside of a particular contextj however, the
dismissal of others is much more problematic and contentious. These heresies
are: 'A does not equal A' (things develop and change), 'One plus one does not
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